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I am a Visual Artist, 
Graphic & Communication Designer 
based in Copenhagen. 

 

• BA in Communication Design & Media (School of Design & Business - KEA, CPH)

• AP in Multimedia Design (School of Design & Business - KEA, CPH)

• BA in Graphic Arts  (University of Art and Design, Cluj-Napoca, RO)

With my academic education and professional experience I developed an ample 
understanding of Visual Communication within analogue and digital media. Having 
a focus on meaning, function and experimentation, my approach could be 
described as a hybrid between art and design, with a strong interest in culture, 
technology, and critical thinking. I work with a multidisciplinary approach that 
allows me to move, both conceptually and practically, between different disciplines 
and visualization practices.

My aspiration is to apply visual thinking and design 
methodologies to explore and solve complex issues in 
contemporary world and culture.

sneak-peek 
into my art studio at Red DOOR

WWW.ANDREEAVLAD.COM

ANDREEA VLAD
visual artist & designer
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This document PRESENTS a 
selection of works 
and projects, showcasing 
VARIOUS MEDIA, interests, 
and skills 
in VISUAL COMMUNICATION 
DESIGN.
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#1    NON-PACKAGING: Critical Design Prototyping 

#2  BODY SOUNDS: Critical Design Prototyping 

#3 CARCEL: Working With UN's SDG's 

#5  BLACK SWAN: Movie Poster & Website

#6     PUPPET PLAY: Visual Identity

#7       EN LO PROFUND: Album Cover

#8 LOGOS PUBLISHING: Book Cover Design

#9 OHLAND: Concert Posters

#10 LOGO DESIGN: Various Clients

#11   TBWA & BBDO: Website Redesign

#12   THE ROYAL CAFE: Visual Identity & Website 

#13   THREE LITTLE PIGS: Illustrated E-book 

#14   ILLUSTRATIONS: Various Styles

#15   ATELIER DRAWINGS: Portraits, Figures

#16   MEMENTO MORI: Mixed Media Portraits

* In the following pages click the label number          to come back to this page.#

#4 EROTICANDY: Food Design Concept 



potential of disgust and empathy to communicate that we are not, in 
fact, supposed to eat meat, and our body and emotions react 
accordingly.

NON-PACKAGING FOR MASS COMMUNICATION 
A Critical Design Perspective & Prototyping For No-Meat-Eating

For my BA project in Communication Design and Media I chose to 
tackle the problem of meat eating, and find ways to use critical 
thinking, research methods and design tools to communicate 
something that we forget too often: meat is coming from living 
sentient beings.

“We have lost our sense of what it means to be human 
and our connection to other beings.”

— John Ehrenfeld, co-author of Flourishing: A Frank Conversation about Sustainability

#1

From pleasure (sense of touch)...

...to disgust (semiotic decoding)

Video stills from the  prototype video. To see the video click HERE.

Non-Packaging - A Critical Design Perspective 
Plastic, animal fur, animal meat, 20x25 cm. 2018, Copenhagen
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDa_tbLltvo


potential of disgust and empathy to communicate that we are not, in 
fact, supposed to eat meat, and our body and emotions react 
accordingly.

The aim of this project is to raise awareness, provoke debate, 
and make people think and reflect on their food choices and 
their relationship with other beings. The fundamental frame 
of thinking is  Critical Design.

Through surveys, desk research, and scientific findings, is 
revealed that cognitive dissonance participates in keeping the 
willingness to eat meat, even though we have the palate of an 
herbivore.

Disgust and empathy are regulating agents which have the 
potential to reduce meat consumption, but they are reduced by 
the cognitive dissonance, and by the way the meat packages are 
displaying visual information. 

By applying affect theories, phenomenological perspectives, the 
sense of touch, and semiotic interpretation, together with 
aesthetic strategies and product prototyping (form giving), I am 
proposing a critical design artifact, which by redesign and change 
of materiality, explores the potential of disgust and empathy to 
communicate that we are not, in fact, supposed to eat meat, and 
our body and emotions react accordingly.
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Mind-map and research areas
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Design Process

Analog and digital sketches of the packaging 
prototype: thinkering with different materials in 
the Material Lab.

Speculation of Placement (Guerilla Marketing)
- in the Supermarket
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Proof Of Concept (POC)

Being interested in human behavior and perceptions when it comes 
to design decisions, I found it relevant to explore how the emotional 
value in design could influence us. In order to test my design 
concept, I used the facial analysis  software from iMotions to 
analyse poeple’s facial expressions when they see the video of the 
packaging prototype. 

The aim of the test was to verify the assumption that people are 
naturally disgusted and disturbed by the idea of meat coming from 
animals, and further on as a research method to support the theory 
that we are herbivores by nature, that we are not comfortable 
seeing what resembles an animal “being skinned”. 

View from the Facial Expressions Analysis - this software identifies and analyses the facial 
expressions, displaying various emotional values and indicators. Here, you can see that the subject 
has a drop in the emotional valence at the exact moment when the package’s content is revealed. 

In this case, the subject is displaying an increase in anger and sadness.

In this case, the subject is displaying a drop in the emotional valence, and increase in anger, and 
her facial expression shows a negative visceral reaction.

For a more detailed description of this project and extra material visit my on-line portfolio HERE.  

http://www.andreeavlad.com/work/#/non-packaging-acriticaldesignperspectiveandprototyping/


In a world where natural resources are "ours" to use and 
consume, I use speculative and critical design to question 
the form, shape, and materiality of our objects and their 
use. Here, the guitar and the human body become 
artifacts.

The materials used to build a guitar are usually wood, metal, iron and plastic. The critical 
perspective is applied with the concept of Transhumanism to juxtapose the two artifacts. 
Transhumanism is using technology and science to enhance and modify the human body, 
holding the belief that the human race can evolve beyond its current physical and mental 
limitations. 

By combining these elements, I generated a new concept, that encapsulates the critical 
perspective on our world: Reversed Transhumanism - when the human body becomes the raw 
material for the objects that we build, use, and consume. This concept brings into the 
discussion the sustainability aspects of our economic, political and cultural world, posing a 
rhetorical question: Can human body be used  as a resource?

For a more detailed description of this project and extra material, visit my on-line portfolio HERE.  

#2

Body Sounds - A Critical Perspective on the Materiality of Objects: Anthropomorphism in Design
People have evolutionarily built-in mechanisms that help us to recognize the human face and body, and what 
gender, race and mood those faces and bodies are projecting.

Wood, metal, hair extension, 28 x 65 cm, 2017, Copenhagen
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BODY SOUNDS - CRITICAL DESIGN PROTOTYPING
What is the current perspective on using the human body as raw material 

or as a resource to build our objects?

http://www.andreeavlad.com/work/#/body-sounds-critical-design-prototyping/


Carcel is a Copenhagen-based fashion label, manufactured 
by women in prison. To address the SDG 8 in this project, 
me and my group at KEA developed a magazine concept 
and a podcast to address the values of the collaboration 
between the Danish brand and the Peruvian women behind 
the production, by use of story telling and visual 
communication.

Carcel's mission is to provide work and fair wages for women who are imprisoned in countries 
where poverty-related crimes are at a high rate. They use sustainable materials in high quality 
designs that have a timeless value. One of the tasks in this assignment was to research and 
answer the question: How can we communicate an horizontal relationship between the 
workers (Peruvian imprisoned women) and the Danish consumer/audience?

Group Project; My role in the project: concept developer, visual and communication designer.

#3

Behind the Closet - A Podcast focused on Sustainability, investigating the Fashion Industry with a 
critical eye. Ep 1: Carcel - Podcast website layout design, 2017, KEA

CARCEL - WORKING WITH THE UN's SDG's
SDG 8: Decent Work And Economic Growth

SubZine Magazine - A Fashion Magazine focused on Sustainability. The current issues 
investigates the Fashion Label Carcel. - magazine layout design, 2017, KEA

The presentation of our Communication 
Concept for Carcel - mise en scène: 
installation & podcast recording; story 
telling performance.
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SEX& CANDY
SENSATIONS
WITHOUT EATING OR HAVING SEX

EROTICANDY
YOUR DAILY
PORTION OF
OXYTOCIN
IT TASTES
LIKE  CANDY

ININ YOUR
MOUTH

Project developed for the Food Design Module in 
Communication Design studies. 

For this assignment I worked with food communication, 
edible design, food aesthetics and ethics. The overall 
emphasis was on food as interaction. Additionally, I worked 
with different media platforms and used these to 
communicate new food trends with an eye to the critical 
aspects of our time. 

Sex and Candy
The food ingredient/product I've been given for this assignment is Candy and the food situation/
context is Sex. The associations of these two give interesting and exciting areas to explore, and 
even though the nature of these topics might be challenging to approach, my research and work 
process led me to discover compelling food trends, peculiar          subcultures and unexpected 
situations, where the two pleasures are combined for an outstanding senzorial experience and 
nonetheless, as artifacts to communicate cultural and political aspects in contemporary society.

Opposite page: Poster for Food Design Trend in 2036 (speculative) - TASTE by TOUCH (Skin 
patch) - Speculative Poster (Photo by Nymphomaniac) - redesigned, reinterpretation

EROTICANDY - FOOD DESIGN CONCEPT
When Sex & Candy Become One Concept

#4
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2036 food trend
TASTE by TOUCH - EROTICANDY (Speculative Food Design)

2026 food trend
3D Scan and 3D Print, On-line, Events

2026
Media: 3D scan and 3D print, online, events

By 2026, the 3D scan and 3D print technologies will be ready to be 
used by public at large, therefore people who are interested to scan 
and print body parts and eat them afterwards will be able to do this 
easily. This way, another level of entertainment will be available, 
from the bedroom to social and entertaining events, where guests 
will have fun by eating their partners body parts. Perhaps, like the 
sex toy industry, the edibles industry will rebrand itself with high-end 
products at high-end prices: farm-to-table massage oils, fair-trade fruit 
leather bras, soylent pasties. Perhaps it will go local, every city with its 
own artisanal edible panties startup. Values such as organic and locally 
grown ingredients, sustainable and ecologic, dairy-free, sugar-free, 
gluten free, will make their way in the sexy edible items and the food 
industry will be regulated so this food products will be in line with the 
health and quality requirements.

scan
print

eat

2026
Media: 3D scan and 3D print, online, events

By 2026, the 3D scan and 3D print technologies will be ready to be 
used by public at large, therefore people who are interested to scan 
and print body parts and eat them afterwards will be able to do this 
easily. This way, another level of entertainment will be available, 
from the bedroom to social and entertaining events, where guests 
will have fun by eating their partners body parts. Perhaps, like the 
sex toy industry, the edibles industry will rebrand itself with high-end 
products at high-end prices: farm-to-table massage oils, fair-trade fruit 
leather bras, soylent pasties. Perhaps it will go local, every city with its 
own artisanal edible panties startup. Values such as organic and locally 
grown ingredients, sustainable and ecologic, dairy-free, sugar-free, 
gluten free, will make their way in the sexy edible items and the food 
industry will be regulated so this food products will be in line with the 
health and quality requirements.

scan
print

eat

Poster Series for Food Design Trend in 2036 (speculative) - TASTE by TOUCH (Skin patch) 
- Speculative Poster (Photo by Nymphomaniac) - redesign, reinterpretation.

For a more detailed description of this project and extra material, visit my on-line portfolio HERE.  

2016 food trend
SCAN, PRINT, AND EAT sweet sexy objects
MEDIA: Article in VICE Magazine (Cover & Layout Design, Article Writing)

http://www.andreeavlad.com/work/#/food-design-the-future/
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“Black Swan" is about Transformation. It is a tense 
psychological thriller that revolves around the Swan Lake 
Ballet. It is a dark and disturbing story, where we witness 
the demise of the main character’s mental well-being due 
to the demanding pressure the role has her put under. 

There were many attempts in re-creating the poster and the visual atmosphere for this movie, 
and in my research I found a plethora of examples of how the essence of this film can be 
captured in a visual metaphor. My approach for the visual interpretation follows a conceptual 
visual representation.

For the launching campaign, I designed a visually compelling and functional website. The 
webpage recreates the visual atmosphere created for the promotional poster, slowly revealing 
snippets and fragments of the film as a countdown to the release date, creating expectation and 
excitement, engaging the audience to share the short videos on social media. Each of the 
feathers will “hide“ a fragment of the movie which will be revealed chronologically showing the 
evolution of the character.

Black Swan - Movie poster, digital collage, print 
2016, Copenhagen

Black Swan - Launching Campaign: Interactive website - the user can hover on top of the image and discover 
snippets from the movie, increasing expectations and content distribution (social media "share-ability")

BLACK SWAN - From ambition, to obsession, to perfection
Poster Design and Promotional Launching Campaign

#5
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PUPPET PLAY MUSIC BAND
Visual Identity and Promotional Material

The Puppet Play Project incorporates the visual identity 
of Puppet Play music band and the materials designed to 
promote it. 

From the logo, to the posters and CD cover, I created a consistent image of the 
band and its members, following the music style and elements that build their 
identity. For this, I used various techniques, from atelier drawing, digital collage 
and typography.

BA project - University of Art & Design, Cluj-Napoca (Transylvania, RO), 2010

“Puppet Play” - identity poster, drawing and digital collage, 190 x 265 cm - 1:1 scale 
Cluj-Napoca, 2010

“Puppet Play” - CD Cover “Lazy Puppet” 2010

“Puppet Play” - Concert Posters

#6
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EN LO PROFUNDO by FRANCO BIANCO
Music Album Cover Design

#7

Album Cover and Vinyl Disc Design for Franco Bianco - 
Electronic Music from Argentina, for an international fanbase.

Mixed technique - hand drawing, digital collage
2014, Copenhagen

www.francobianco.com

http://www.francobianco.com/
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BOOK COVER DESIGN 
A series of book covers designed for Logos Publishing

"Strigătul sufletului" - (engl. "Soul cry"), Dan B. 
Allender, Tremper Longman III, Logos, 2010

"Predestinația și liberul arbitru - patru puncte 
de vedere" - (engl. "Predestination and free 
will - four points of view"), Logos, 2011

"Teme ale Teologiei Vechiului 
Testament" - (engl. "Themes of Old 
Testament Theology"), William 
Dyrnes, Logos, 2011

Various Book Covers I designed for Logos Publishing, that have been published and printed. 2010 - 2017

#8
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OHLAND CONCERT POSTERS 
Poster Design and Promotional Campaign

Ohland - Concert poster, digital collage, print 
2012, Copenhagen

I created these posters as a typographic exercise in the 
Graphic Design module, part of the Multimedia Design 
programme. The brief required to design various posters to 
promote our favorite music band, and consider elements 
such as visual identity, typographic style, and digital 
collage techniques.

#9

Ohland - Concert poster, digital collage, print 
2012, Copenhagen



LOGO DESIGN
A series of logos designed for various clients

Name Surname
Address no. 6
DK 2100 København Ø
M +45 1234 5678 
namesurname@gmail.com

Griffin Logo sketches 

Griffin Logo on business cards

I designed the “Griffin” logo in my internship at Scandinavian Branding. 
www.scandinavianbranding.com

Copenhagen, 2014

17
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http://www.scandinavianbranding.dk/
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As part of the BA program in Communication Design & 
Media, at KEA, I completed an internship at TBWA & BBDO.

TBWA & BBDO is a creative agency, the result of the merge between TBWA and BBDO (2013). 
The agency is located in Copenhagen, and it is a 17 employees office, part of the global TBWA 
network, with offices in 100 countries around the globe. 

The digital presence of TBWA & BBDO lives on various platforms, the website being the central 
turning point for external contact, where people look them up and gain their impression of who 
they are. They were interested in receiving a “face-lift” of their on-line presence, in order to get 
aligned with their international network, in terms of visual identity and tone of voice. My task was 
to redesign the website and implement the changes using the CMS platform. During the redesign 
process, my role was shaped as a mix between digital / graphic designer and project manager. 

The updated website using the Spotlites CMS system, platform that will be replaced in the near 
future with a new CMS system, called Craft CMS, a staging and production version of the site 
from the TBWA\DAN Worldwide team, hosted on the Worldwide AWS servers.
www.tbwa.dk Copenhagen, 2017

TBWA & BBDO - WEBSITE REDESIGN
Intership - Communication Design & Media

#11

http://tbwa.dk/


The Royal Cafe is a theme driven concept 
that incorporates the Danish style and 
tradition in a funky and quirky way, creating 
a unique universe, providing an exciting 
experience to all its customers.

The main philosophy of The Royal Cafe is to combine a stunning 
experience, with a mixed historical design, from baroque times to 
present day Denmark. 

The logo for The Royal Cafe was designed as a school project while 
studying at KEA, Multimedia Design and Communication. 

My role in the project: Graphic Designer - logo, visual elements, website 
visual concept and layout

Copenhagen, 2012

“The Royal Cafe” - Website layout - 360° interior view of the cafe. The visitors can access 
the interior space by horizontal scrolling, having the option to explore its content.

19

THE ROYAL CAFE
Visual Identity and Web Design

#12
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#13

The interactive E-book Three Little Pigs is an 
illustrated and animated E-book for children, project 
developed while studying at KEA, in the Multimedia 
Design and Communication programme. 

The visual style of the illustrations are inspired by Steampunk, a genre of science 
fiction typically featuring steam-powered machinery rather than advanced technology, 
and it offers a humoristic staging, re-imagining the classic story, where the piggies and 
their fierce enemy are using their ingenuity to build all kind of whimsical inventions. 

My role in the project: concept developer, character and environment design 
(illustrations), user scenario, storyboarding, art director. 

2012, Copenhagen, Denmark

To see more pages of the E-book visit my on-line portfolio HERE.  

THREE LITTLE PIGS
Illustrated E-book for Children

http://www.andreeavlad.com/work#/interactive-book-3-little-pigs-1/
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Various Styles and Techniques

“Characters” - aqua forte etching, 20 x 35 cm, Rennes, France, 2009

“Femmes” - aqua forte etching, 30 x 40 cm, Rennes, France, 2009
“Femmes fatale” - mixed media, 2 x 30 x 40 cm 
Rennes, France, 2009

“Queens” series - ink, marker, on paper, various sizes 
Copenhagen, 2014

“Sun Queen” - illustration, ink, pencil, marker on 
paper, 30 x 40 cm Copenhagen, 2014

“Queen of the Day” - illustration, ink, marker on 
paper, 32,5 x 42,5 cm Copenhagen, 2014

#14
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“Grayson Perry” - 11 minutes sketch, ink on 
paper, 30 x 40 cm Copenhagen 2018

“Esther Perrel” - 11 minutes sketch, ink on 
paper, 30 x 40 cm Copenhagen 2018

“Alain de Botton” - 11 minutes sketch, ink 
on paper, 30 x 40 cm Copenhagen 2018

“Andres Serrano” - 11 minutes sketch, ink on paper, 
30 x 40 cm Copenhagen 2018

“Woman Croquis” - charcoal on paper, 30 x 40 cm 
Rennes, France 2009
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ATELIER DRAWING
Portraits, Human Body Studies and Representations

These drawings are a personal artistic exploration, 
demonstrating craftsmanship and technical abilities 
trained in the academic artistic style.

This series of portraits represents a study for characters of people, their image and role, viewed 
through my personal perspective, shaped by the knowledge, feelings, and relation I have with 
them. It is a personal exploration of my surrounding reality, using the portraiture theme and the 
people that I meet in everyday life as subjects. Some works explore social and identity issues, 
questioning the current state of affairs.

Drawing technique, scale 1:1, various sizes, pastel and charcoal on paper.

“Mousike” - drawing, pastel on paper, scale 1:1, 155 x 195 cm 
Copenhagen, 2015

“Eskalante” - drawing, pastel on paper, scale 1:1, 70 x 100 cm 
Copenhagen, 2014

#15



“Franco Bianco” 
- drawing, pastel on
paper, scale 1:1,
120 x 200 cm
Copenhagen, 2014

“Identity” 
- drawing (self-

portrait), pastel on 
paper, scale 1:1, 

115 x 195 cm 
Copenhagen, 2014
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“El Rey” - drawing, pastel on paper, scale 1:1, 130 x 180 cm Copenhagen, 2014

“Look at me!” - drawing, charcoal, pastel on 
paper, 80 x 150 cm Cluj-Napoca, 2011

“Soldes II” - drawing, charcoal, pastel, acrylic 
on paper,  70 x 100 cm, Rennes, 2009

“Trumpet Guy” - drawing, charcoal, pastel on paper, 2 pieces, 70 x 100 cm 
Cluj-Napoca, 2008
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“Self Defense” - drawing (self-portrait), pastel on paper, scale 1:1, 150 x 200 cm Copenhagen, 2018

“FreeDoom of Speech” - video still - art performance, drawing, charcoal, pastel on paper, 2 pieces, 70 x 100 cm, 
knives, plastic bag, golden leaf, Copenhagen, 2018

FreeDoom of Speech is tribute to Jamal Khashoggi and the 52 journalists that have been murdered in 2018 for 
telling the story of our time.

The work reenacts a torture scenario of a journalist (self-portrait) by 
an unidentified perpetrator (played by myself) to tell the story of the 
many victims who dared to speak and write about the crimes and 
injustices of our times. The choice of visual symbols and references 
create a dramatic and extreme illustration of the real events.



Death is an important aspect of all cultures, and even 
more so in the Mexican and pre-hispanic cultures, 
where it is greatly acknowledged and celebrated. 

The memory and its celebration composes the rituals that surround the death culture, 
and through this series of portraits I want to celebrate the memory of these outstanding 
Mexican artists and historical figures. At the same time, my exploration revolves around 
the message that everything is here for a brief moment in time, and that Life is 
temporary. Therefore, the name of this series: Memento mori. 

Here, the invisible becomes visible due to the lack of light, effect I obtained by using 
fluorescent acrylic paint.

Portraits, 8 pieces, 30 x 30 cm, mixed media on canvas, Copenhagen, 2015

Left: “Zapata”
Centre: “Khalo”
Right: “Henaine Capulina”, 
30 x 30 cm, mixed media 
on canvas 
Copenhagen, 2015

To see the animated versions of these portraits, visit my on-line portfolio HERE.

“Nothing is absolute. Everything changes, everything moves, everything
MEMENTO MORI

revolves, everything flies and goes away.” - Frida Kahlo

#16

http://www.andreeavlad.com/work/#/memento-mori-1/
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